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BASIC-ABSTRACT:

The paper roll (13) has a core (13a) around which a paper is wound. The outer

diameter of the core is set 300-1200times more than the thickness of the paper.

The difference between the maximum and minimum curling rate ofpaper sheet is

set 3m or less. The core is set to satisfy the relation which is established

by 2*r <=R <=Rmax, where r is core radii, R is paper roll radii and Rmax is

maximum radii ofpaper roll.

ADVANTAGE - Stabilises transition and integration. Prevents dust generation.

Prevents curling during rewinding.
»
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ABSTRACT:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To prevent travel failure and accumulation failure or

the like by a winding habit curl after cutting by setting an outside diameter

of a core to specific times a thickness of a web, and setting a difference

between a maximum value and a minimum value of curvature of a curl of a sheet

obtained by cutting the web below a specific value.

SOLUTION: A paper roll 10 manufactured by a paper machine is wound round a

reel (a), and it is processed by a primary winder after about one hour after

being manufactured, and a paper roll 1 1 is formed. A material having an

outside diameter of 300 to 1200 times a thickness of a web of the paper roll 1

1
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is used as a core 11a (b). After being stored for about 24 hours, rewinding

processing by inverse rewinding is performed so that an outside surface of the

paper roll 1 1 becomes an inside surface, and a paper roll 12 is formed (c).

Rewinding processing of forward rewinding is quickly performed so that an

utside surface of the paper roll 12 becomes an outside surface, and a paper

roll 13 is formed (d). At this time, a change in curvature of a curl by a

winding habit is set not more than 3 m over the whole paper roll.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

l.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2 **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[The technical field to which invention belongs] this invention relates to the manufacture method of a paper roll and

this paper roll of having improved the curliness curl produced when rolled round by the core, in the paper roll product

which rolls round a web to a core and is manufactured.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] The configuration in the state where curl of paper cut out paper in the shape of a sheet

says the state where it is curving with a certain curvature, without becoming plate-like. The big paper of curl causes a

trouble to the performance traverse and accumulation nature in a printing machine, a copying machine, a printer, etc.

Therefore, the device adjusted to the curl of the range corresponding to the equipment which uses this sheet is made so

that it may become plate-like in the state where it ****ed in the shape of a sheet.

[0003] Curl has the curl produced when the dimensional change of the direction of a flat surface other than the

curliness curl which it is going to solve by this invention is different on the front reverse side of a web. That is, since

the degrees of shrinkage to moisture differ on a table and the reverse side when the table back difference of fiber

orientation, a microfilament, the table back difference of a distribution of a loading material, etc. consist, curl occurs by
****** Qr^ keat roj| for {oner fixing of the dampening water at the time of printing or the copying machine of an

electrophotography method becomes the cause by which a difference arises in the dimensional change in the front

reverse side of paper, and curl is generated in order to generate the moisture difference of the front reverse side, in

addition, also in a **** top wooden-clogs state, curl occurs depending on paper-milling conditions with a paper

machine

[0004] A means by which still sufficient solution does not consist about the curliness curl which it is going to solve by

the invention in this application to many examination being made until now and being able to perform now to some
extent satisfactory control, but the curl phenomenon produced according to the table back difference of this kind ofweb
removes curliness curl with only DEKARA equipment is provided.

[0005] By saving the web in the state where it twisted around cores, such as a paper tube, in the shape of a roll,

curliness curl is generated, when [ the ] it twists and distortion of a state remains to a web. Therefore, the thickness of

paper is so large that a storage time serves as a long period of time, namely, curliness curl is large and a bird clapper is

easily understood, so that a basis weight is large. Moreover, distortion is larger than the lateral part of a paper roll, and

curliness becomes easy to produce the portion located near the winding core.

[0006] Generally, machine ****** is rolled round being cut by the breadth of a request by the primary winder with a

slitter knife, after being rolled round by the reel of a paper machine at the time ofpaper milling, and is kept as a paper

roll. Curliness curl will be formed into this storage time. For example, such remarkable curliness is formed with the

paper roll kept for 24 hours that a winding core is approached as shown in drawing 5 . Although there are some which

are shipped as a paper roll product after having been rolled round by this primary winder, there are some which are

rewound and shipped carrying out cutting processing at a desired breadth ifneeded by the secondary [ further ] winder.

With the paper roll product shipped after processing by the secondary winder, while curliness is newly formed near a

reel core part, to the lateral part of this paper roll product, the curliness formed in the storage time after primary winder

processing remains, without fully being removed. For example, the curliness of the paper roll after passing for after

[ secondary winder processing ] ten days is in the state which shows in drawing 6 . Namely, as for this paper roll

product, curliness is formed in both a part for a winding core flank, and the lateral part.

[0007] Since curliness curl remarkable in a paper roll exists in using it, cutting it out in the shape of a sheet after

printing continuously the conventional paper roll product mentioned above, jumping of the edge by curliness curl is

formed in the cut-out sheet, and a poor run is caused, or big gap is produced at the time of accumulation, and it

becomes prevention of the stability of work. Especially, since the higher web of a basis weight has the worse grade of



burliness, the paper roll product without curliness is demanded.

[0008] In order not to cause such a poor run and poor accumulation, it is required for the absolute value of the rate of

curling to be one or less [ 3m - ]. In addition, the rate of curling is the value which was made to stand up so that the curl

state of sheet-like paper where curl was formed like drawing 3 may be projected on the level surface, measured the curl

radius, and was calculated by several 1 here.

[Equation 1] = (Rate of curling) l/(curl radius)

However, positive (+) shall be attached for curl of the inner sense of a paper roll, the sign of negative (-) shall be

attached for outward curl, and it shall express.

[0009] It has been made to be given in DEKARA processing according to the curl removal mechanism indicated to

have mentioned above by JP,5-51655,U as removal processing of curl in the former. In the design indicated by this

JP,5-51655,U, in case a paper guide cross-section about V character type [ for giving reverse curl to a roll sheet ] is

prepared and a roll sheet is supplied, by passing this paper guide, a web is bent in the direction where the direction of

the curliness curl currently formed in the roll sheet is reverse, and curliness curl is removed. However, with this kind of

conventional DEKARA equipment, in the paper in which one or more [ 5m - ] remarkable curliness was formed, for

example at the rate of curling, since it is necessary to perform curl removal under the severe conditions of bending

paper greatly, paper powder is generated or there is a possibility of producing the dry area of space and having a bad
influence on printing quality. Furthermore, curliness curl of the web in the paper roll of one will need to change

DEKARA conditions, measuring a curl configuration as it lets out the web from the paper roll since it applies to a

winding core side and is changing from the outside of a roll a lot, as shown in drawing 5 or drawing 6 .

[0010] Moreover, although there is a mechanism in which curl is removed by using the roll of a minor diameter instead

of a paper guide, and giving reverse curl in order to suppress generating of paper powder and the dry area of space, the

removal effect of curl is small, cannot fully remove curliness, and, generally is not used.

[001 1] That is, it was very difficult for the rate of curling to offer one or less [ 3m -
]
paper roll without generating of

the dry area ofpaper powder or space over a roll at large with the conventional DEKARA equipment mentioned above.

[0012]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] Then, this invention aims at offering the manufacture method of the paper

roll with which curliness curl has been improved over a paper roll at large, and a paper roll, without damaging space or

generating paper powder.

[0013]

[Means for Solving the Problem] The above-mentioned purpose is a paper roll which becomes by rolling round a web
to a core, and the outer diameter of a core is 300 to 1200 times the thickness of a web, and it is attained by the paper

roll with which the difference of the maximum of the rate of curling of a sheet and the minimum value which cuts out

the web in the field expressed with the formula under paper roll (I), and is acquired is characterized by being one or

less [ 3m - ].

2xK=R<=Rmax (I)

r: The radius R of a core : distance from the center of a paper roll to the web to observe (radius)

Rmax: The radius of a paper roll (outermost layer of drum)

[0014] Here, the rate of curling is a value calculated with one above.

[0015] Moreover, as a result of the outer diameter of the core as used in the field of this invention to twist showing the

conditions for which an improvement of curliness is needed in 300 to 1200 times of the thickness of a web and this

invention person's repeating examination, the curliness curl which the outer diameter of the core to twist produces in

the case of 1200 or more times of the thickness of a web is small, and also has little need for improvement processing

of curliness curl. It is difficult for distortion which it forms in paper when the outer diameter of the core to twist twists

at this core in the case of 300 or less times of the thickness of a web to be very large, and for a crease and buckling to

occur in a web, and to maintain the rate of curling or less [ 3m - ] to one also by the method by this invention on the

other hand.

[0016] On the other hand, in order to improve performance traverse by the printing machine, the printer, etc., the rate of

curling of a form does not necessarily need to be 0m-l, and the optimal rate of curling for obtaining good performance

traverse and accumulation nature with each equipment rather exists. And generally, in order to cause a trouble neither

to performance traverse nor accumulation nature, it is **1.5m-l of the rate of optimal curling. It is needed less than that

it is the sheet paper which has less than [ **1.0m - ] one rate of curling preferably. Moreover, the absolute value of the

rate of curling which has a problem neither in performance traverse nor accumulation nature is one or less [ 3m -
]

generally.

[0017] And the manufacture method of the paper roll concerning this invention is characterized [ main ] by to perform

even times ofwinding which rewinds, processes, rewinds and serves as **** before **** after processing processing,



and an opposite side to the manufactured web, and is characterized by for even times of the outer diameters of the core

[ rewind and ] after processing to be 300 to 1200 times the webs concerned at the web milled further.

[0018] Here, the manufactured web means the state where the paper or the coated paper which coating was carried out

and was manufactured by the ****** ********* coater with the paper machine was rolled round to cores, such as a

paper tube. For example, it is in the state which rolled round to the pork reel by the reel part of a paper machine, and

was rolled round by the primary winder when rewinding to a paper tube by the primary winder immediately, and when

rolling round after coating by the coater and rolling round to a direct paper tube by the reel part, it is the thing of the

paper roll in the state where it rolled round there.

[0019] It found out that the improvement of curliness curl was effectively made by [ this ] rewinding and carrying out

processing after 72-hour or more progress preferably [ for 24 hours or more ] after paper milling ofpaper while being

canceled almost certainly [ curliness curl ] by being twisted so that the amount ofwinding core flank of rolling up to

which, as for the artificer, curliness was attached may be a part for a winding core flank again and **** may become

reverse. Furthermore, it restricted to the paper roll which performed appropriate processing, and even if it was after the

prolonged storage for several months, into portions other than a reel core part part, it found out that curliness curl to the

extent that it becomes a problem was not formed.

[0020] If the order volume substitute rewound so that the lateral surface of the paper roll by the side of delivery may
turn into lateral surface of the paper roll by the side of a receptacle, and the roll substitute from which the lateral

surface of a delivery side paper roll turns into a medial surface of a receptacle side paper roll are made to be performed

by a unit of 1 time when it rewinds and the number of times of processing is made into 2 times, **** before processing

and **** after processing will be reversed.

[0021]

[Embodiments of the Invention] Hereafter, based on the form of the illustrated desirable operation, the manufacture

method of the paper roll concerning this invention and a paper roll is explained concretely.

[0022] As the case where are the manufacture method of this paper roll, rewound, and the number of times of

processing is made into 2 times is explained and it is shown in drawing 1 (a), about 1 hour after after paper milling,

drawing 1 processes the paper roll 10 which was milled by the paper machine and rolled round by the reel by the

primary winder, as shown in drawing 1 (b), and forms the paper roll 1 1 . in addition, core 1 la used by this primary

winder **** — the outer diameter has used the 300 to 1200 times as many thing as the thickness of the web of the paper

roll 1 1 After keeping this paper roll 1 1 processed by the primary winder for about 24 hours, as shown in drawing 1 (c),

it processes by being based on a roll substitute and rewinding, and the paper roll 12 is formed so that the outside side of

the paper roll 1 1 may turn into an inside side.

[0023] Subsequently, to the above-mentioned paper roll 12, as shown in drawing 1 (d), it processes by an order volume

substitute rewinding, and the paper roll 13 is formed so that the outside side of this paper roll 12 may turn into an

outside side promptly, core 13a which twists the paper roll 13 at this time **** — the outer diameter has used the 300 to

to 1200 times as many thing as the thickness of the web which forms the paper roll 13

[0024] Such remarkable curliness curl is formed with the paper roll 1 1 kept after processing by the primary winder for

about 24 hours that a winding core is approached as shown, for example in drawing 5 .

[0025] Although the amount of winding core flank with the big curliness of the paper roll 1 1 is the direction where the

inside side of the curl to the lateral part of the paper roll 12 will be twisted in so that it may point to an outside, and it

once decreases the original curliness curl in the 1st state by roll substitute where it processed by rewinding when
manufactured by the method shown in this drawing 1 , the deformation is small and the decrement of curliness curl is

not so large in a short time. On the other hand, since the lateral part of the paper roll 1 1 is twisted around a part for the

winding core flank of the paper roll 12, formation of the curliness from which the outside side of the paper roll 1 1 turns

into an inside side in the paper roll 12 produces it, and this curliness newly formed will get worse if the neglect time in

the state of the paper roll 12 becomes long, the 2nd thing to process by rewinding is promptly desirable (for example,

less than 10 hours).

[0026] And in the 2nd state where rewound and processing was completed, to the aforementioned paper roll 11, the

outside side and inside side of paper will be reversed, a part for the winding core flank will be again twisted around a

part for a winding core flank, and the paper roll 13 will be formed. For this reason, the curliness formed in the paper

roll 1 1 and the curliness formed when rewound by the paper roll 13 are offset, and the paper roll with which curliness

has been improved can be obtained. Furthermore, preservation of a long time [ curl / curliness / of this paper roll ] does

not get worse, either.

[0027] Next, the paper roll manufacture method shown in drawing 2 is explained. The case where also rewound

drawing 2 and the number of times ofprocessing is made into 2 times is explained. After keeping the paper roll 1

1

processed by the primary winder after about 1 hour passed after paper milling for about 24 hours, as shown in drawing

2 (c), it processes by being based on an order volume substitute and rewinding, and the paper roll 14 is formed so that



•the outside side of the paper roll 1 1 may turn into an outside side.

[0028] Subsequently, to the above-mentioned paper roll 14, as shown in drawing 2 (d), it processes by a roll substitute

rewinding and the paper roll 15 is formed so that the outside side of this paper roll 14 may turn into an inside side

promptly, core 15a which twists the paper roll 15 at this time **** ~ the outer diameter has used the 300 to 1200 times

as many thing as the thickness of the web which forms the paper roll 15 That is, in the aforementioned paper roll 1

1

processed and formed by the primary winder, the amount ofthe winding core flank will be [ the outside side and inside

side ofpaper ] reversed, it will be again twisted around a part for a winding core flank, and the paper roll 15 is formed.

[0029] When manufactured by the method shown in this drawing 2 , once, a part for a winding core flank with the big

curliness of the paper roll 1 1 will be twisted so that the inside side of the curl to the lateral part of the paper roll 14 may
point to the inside, it is still smaller than the case where the deformation is based on the method shown in drawing 1 ,

and the decrement of the curliness curl at this time has them. [ few in the 1st state by roll substitute where it processed

by rewinding, ] On the other hand, the lateral part of the paper roll 1 1 is twisted around a part for the winding core

flank of the paper roll 14, in a part for the reel core part of this paper roll 14, the inside side of the paper roll 11 turns

into an inside side of this paper roll 14, and formation of curliness will newly produce it. Since this curliness newly
formed will get worse if the neglect time in the state of the paper roll 14 becomes long, the 2nd thing for which it

processes by rewinding and an improvement of curliness is aimed at is promptly desirable.

[0030] And in the 2nd state where rewound and processing was completed, in the aforementioned paper roll 1 1, the

amount of the winding core flank will be [ the outside side and inside side ofpaper ] reversed, it will be again twisted

around a part for a winding core flank, and the paper roll 15 will be formed. For this reason, the curliness formed in the

paper roll 1 1 and the curliness formed when rewound by the paper roll 15 are offset, and the paper in which curliness

has been improved and which became plate-like mostly can be obtained.

[0031]

[Example] Hereafter, based on a desirable example, the manufacture method of the paper roll concerning this invention

and a paper roll is explained more concretely. In addition, the invention in this application is not limited to the

following examples.

[0032] As opposed to the wood pulp which consists of 95 % of the weight (c. s.f.440ml) of example lLBKP(s), and 5

% of the weight (c. s.f.520ml) ofNBKP(s) The ratio of talc/kaolin is 7 % of the weight of 90/10 ofpigments, and
commercial cation-ized starch. 0.8 % of the weight, The paper ofbasis-weight 127.9 g/m2 is milled for 3 % of the
weight of sulfuric-acid bands after addition adjustment using a Fortlinear paper machine and a multi-cylinder type

dryer. As shown in drawing 1 (c), the paper roll which once rolled round to the POPU reel, carried out formation

processing of the paper roll of 1520mm of paper width in the primary winder after about 1-hour progress at the paper

tube with an outer diameter of 106mm, and was kept for about 72 hours an outside side becomes a paper tube with an
outer diameter of 106mm with an inside side ~ as » a roll substitute ~ the 1st time ~ it processes by rewinding after

about 5-hour progress, as shown in drawing 1 (d), an outside side becomes a paper tube with an outer diameter of
106mm with an outside side about this paper roll ~ as ~ an order volume substitute ~ the 2nd time ~ it processes by
rewinding The amount ofwinding at this time was 3950m, and the radius of a paper roll was 441mm. After [ 2nd ]

rewinding and keeping it for ten days after processing, the curl radius was measured by having made into the sample
the sheet cut out in the A4 edition size in the predetermined radius position of a paper roll, and it asked for the rate of
curling. The measurement result is shown in Table 1.

[0033] Paper was milled like example 2 example 1, and it processed by having rewound and asked for the rate of
curling about the sample extracted from the paper roll after [ 2 times

]
keeping it for about 30 days. The measurement

result is shown in Table 1

.

[0034] Paper was milled like example of comparison 1 example 1, the wind substitute was performed to the paper tube

with an outer diameter of 106mm so that the outside side might turn into an outside side of a new paper roll in the paper

paper roll mostly kept for three days after processing by the primary winder, and it asked for the rate of curling by
making into a sample the sheet extracted from the paper roll kept for about ten days. The measurement result is shown
in Table 1.

[0035] From the pulp suspension adjusted like example 3 example 1, like the example 1, the paper of basis-weight
157.0 g/m2 was milled using the Fortlinear paper machine and the multi-cylinder type dryer, and it was mostly kept for

three days after primary winder processing, and it processed by having rewound and asked for the rate of curling by
making into a sample 2 times of the sheets extracted from the paper roll after storage for about ten days. The amount of
2nd winding [ rewind and ] after processing was 3975m, and the radius of a paper roll was 487mm. The measurement
result is shown in Table 2.

[0036] Paper was milled like example 4 example 3, and it processed by having rewound and asked for the rate of
curling by making into a sample 2 times of the sheets extracted from the paper roll after progress for about 30 days.

The measurement result is shown in Table 2.



"[0037] The wind substitute was performed to the paper tube with an outer diameter of 106mm so that the outside side

might turn into an outside side of a new paper roll in the paper roll mostly kept for three days after performing paper

milling and primary winder processing like example of comparison 2 example 3, and it asked for the rate of curling by
making into a sample the sheet extracted from the paper roll kept for about ten days. The measurement result is shown
in Table 2.

[0038] The rate of curling made the extracted sample stand up in the shape of a cylinder on a flat surface, as shown in

drawing 3 , measured the curl radius, and searched for it from one above.

[0039] Next, about the sheet paper obtained in the example 1 - the example 4, the example 1 of comparison, and the

example 2 of comparison, generating ofperformance traverse, accumulation nature, and paper powder etc. evaluates a

printability, and the result is shown in Table 3. The following criteria performed evaluation of each aptitude.

<Evaluation of performance traverse> After giving prior printing about the obtained paper roll and judging in the shape

of a sheet, the generating situation by curl of paper until it is accumulated that a run was poor was observed, and the

three-stage shown below estimated.

O : don't generate a poor run.

**: Although a poor run of the number of some is seen, it is satisfactory practically,

x: Many poor run is seen and it becomes a problem practically.

<Evaluation of accumulation nature> It printed in advance about the obtained paper roll, the piled-up poor generating

situation in the time of the accumulation after ****ing in the shape of a sheet was observed, and the three-stage shown
below estimated.

O : don't generate poor accumulation.

**: Although poor accumulation of the number of some is seen, it is satisfactory practically,

x: Many poor accumulation is seen and it becomes a problem practically.

<DEKARA processing conditions> The conditions ofDEKARA processing (mechanical curl removal processing)

required when prior printing is given to the obtained paper roll and it judges in the shape of a sheet, in order not to

generate a remarkable poor run and poor accumulation were shown.

<Generating situation ofpaper powder> After giving prior printing to the obtained paper roll, the situation of the paper

powder which adhered on the DEKARA processing section and space was observed by viewing, and the three-stage

shown below estimated.

O : generating of paper powder is not seen.

**: Although generating of paper powder is accepted a little, it is satisfactory practically,

x: Generating ofpaper powder poses a problem practically remarkably.

<Printing workmanship> The workmanship condition of prior printing was observed by viewing, and the following

three-stage estimated.

O : it is good.

**: Although some field dry-area portion is seen, it is satisfactory practically,

x: Field dry-area portions occur frequently and it becomes a problem practically.

[0040] The measurement result shown in Table 1 - 3 is considered. Although the remarkable curl by curliness is formed
by part for the lateral part of a paper roll, and a winding core flank with the paper roll product manufactured by the

conventional method shown in the example 1 of comparison from Table 1 As shown in an example 1 and an example 2,

2, less than the path (it is 106mm diameter at radius ofpaper roll) position of the double precision of a core outer

diameter is removed by [ even ] processing by rewinding. While a paper roll at large is covered and change of the

curvature of the curl by curliness is one or less [ 3m - ], it turns out that the absolute value is improved by one or less

[ 3m - ]. Moreover, Table 2 shows that curliness is certainly improved about the paper by the example 3 or the example

4 also about a high basis-weight article compared with the example 2 of comparison which is elegance conventionally.

[0041] And even if it compares an example 1, an example 2, or an example 3 with an example 4 and is in even times of

the states which rewound and were kept after processing for a long period of time, change of the rate of curling is

small, and it turns out that aggravation of the curliness by prolonged winding storage is suppressed.

[0042] Furthermore, it turns out that performance traverse and accumulation nature after judging both an example 1 -

the example 4 in the shape of a sheet are good as compared with the example 1 of comparison, and the example 2 of

comparison, and it becomes unnecessary DEKARA processing them for curl removal, or can carry out on very weak
conditions, there is less generating ofpaper powder than Table 3 which evaluates the printability when giving prior

printing with a prior printing machine, and printing workmanship is also good.

[0043]

[Effect of the Invention] As explained above, in case a paper roll product is cut out in the shape of a sheet according to

the manufacture method of the paper roll concerning this invention, and a paper roll, in order to prevent the poor run

and poor accumulation by curliness curl after decision etc., the curl removal processing by the DEKARA equipment



"before decision given conventionally etc. can be excluded. Moreover, by excluding curl removal processing, a paper

front face can be damaged or generating of paper powder can be prevented.

[Translation done.]


